What EURAXESS can offer to support the refugee researchers’ mentors in pandemic?

BRIDGE II Webinar for Academic and Industrial Mentors of Refugee Researchers
3 Mar 2021, 14:00 – 15:30 CET

Preparation tasks before the training

Participants are invited to explore the BRIDGE video blog:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyEkQEl3RER8hGz1HtZyQDA
And share their own experience (if any) during the session or just comment/ask questions.
Please, try to prepare a draft plan for the first meeting and compare with the example:
https://www.euraxess.bg/bulgaria/bridge-online-basic-tool-supporting-academic-coaches-refugee-researchers/coaching-process-0
And see if through your plan you will be able to get all this information at the first meeting.

Registration – please, send an email to: "Svetlana Dimitrova" <svetlana@fmi.uni-sofia.bg>;
until 3 Mar 2021, 13:30 CET

Agenda
14.00 – 14.10 - Opening

- Welcome – 5 min.
- Why we are here? – Presentation of BRIDGE projects – 5 min. - Eleni Andrianopulu, BRIDGE Projects Coordinator, Bielefeld University


14.30 – 14.50 – What are the recent development for supporting mentors? – 20 min. - Svetlana Dimitrova, Sofia University

- EURAXESS Intercultural Assistant
- BRIDGE online tools for mentors
- EURAXESS TOP IV Mentoring Program
  - Questions – 5 min.

14.50 – 15.30 – Module „Discussion and Personal Experience of Participants“ – 40min. – Moderator Prof Miroslav Trajanovic, University of Nish

- BRIDGE II Internship Program experience – Ravaka Ramanamista, Gothenburg University
- Inspireeurope project – Orla Duke, Maynooth University
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